
Heritage is our traditional blend of coffee, without chicory. Containting 100% 
‘Specialty’ South Indian coffee, for those who prefer this original, classic blend 
of coffee in its purest form. Tasting notes of molasess, chocolate and orange, 
with a heavy body and buttery mouthfeel. Best brewed in your home espresso 
machine, stovetop espresso pot or plunger (French Press). 

HerItage

BRew with:
Chicory: no ✘

Malgudi Days began with our award winning Traditional blend, which has an 
optimum amount of premium organic chicory (18%) and only specialty grade 
Indian coffee beans. We use the top 4 beans available in India, and roast each 
variety of bean individually to reach its’ peak flavour and then post blend to 
give you an amazing and authentic Indian filter experience. This blend is for 
brewing in the Indian Filter or Stovetop espresso pot.

Traditional

BRew with:
Chicory: yes ✓18 %

Mysore is the best arabica specialty coffee you can get from India. The extra 
large green bean  is known as the ‘Mysore nugget’ as it’s worth it’s weight in 
gold! Named after both the bean and mums hometown, this blend holds a 
special place in our heart. Enjoy nut, spice and cocoa with a citrus finish. There 
is no chicory in this blend, therefore brew in your home espresso machine, 
stovetop espresso pot or plunger (French press).

Mysuru
Chicory: no ✘
BRew with:

Monsoon contains ‘Mysore nugget’ coffee which has undergone the 
‘monsooning’ process, unique to India. After harvest, green coffee beans are 
exposed to annual monsoonal winds, through open-sided warehouses. The 
beans absorb moisture, expand in size and take on a unique flavour, colour 
and reduced acidity, making it one of lowest acidic coffees in the world. Notes 
of maple & nutmeg and a smooth, heavy body perfect for milk-based coffee. 

Monsoon
Chicory: no ✘
BRew with:

Royale is the only specialty grade Robusta coffee in the world, produced only 
in India. It has double the caffeine content of any normal Arabica coffee. Royale 
presents as a mild coffee but has real kick to it due to it’s strong caffeine content. 
It has a heavy body, low acidity and good balance with spicy and chocolatey 
aftertaste. As with our other non-chicory blends, Royale is best brewed in your 
home espresso machine, stovetop espresso pot or plunger (French Press).

Royale
Chicory: no ✘
BRew with:

Our blends...


